
URN goes from strength to strength every year – but this is no accident. As a station, we pride our-
selves on our unrivalled enthusiasm and dedication to exploring what can be achieved in student radio. 

Whilst we are propelled by our past, URN is invigorated by what the future holds.

We set ourselves numerous targets this September, our primary aim to introduce fresh voices and ideas to the 
station. This focus on regeneration meant investing more time and energy than ever before into our Welcome 

Week presence, doubling our efforts through countless Outside Broadcasts, rejuvenating our online content and 
creating a unique focus on the local and live Nottingham music scene. Our impact was undeniable as we welcomed 
record numbers of new members to the station. The quality and creative originality of the ‘Freshers’ that demoed 
far exceeded our expectations and have gone on to shape and mould the whole year. 

Our marketing drive that began in Welcome Week has continued throughout the year. URN’s social media pres-
ence has been relentless, embracing new platforms such as Vine and Snapchat to boost interactivity, whilst also 
emphasising our physical presence at key university events. Our updated logo and expansion of campus playout 
venues embody URN’s commitment to a fresh outlook and investment in the future of the station. Despite sig-
nificant technical difficulties, unprecedented station-wide efforts from all areas of programming and beyond 
have resulted in outstanding coverage of the university’s biggest events, including Varsity, SU Elections and 
the Union’s centenary. 

The underlying backbone to all our output this year was capturing that sense of fun that accompanies 
both university life and student radio. Whilst we endeavour to set a benchmark for quality student 

broadcasting, we are every student. The student who goes to Crisis every week to hear the 
latest house tracks; the student who wants to voice their dissatisfaction with campus con-

troversies; the student who just wants to laugh along with our presenters – URN is the 
beating heart of Nottingham University. 

Best st
udent station 2014
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The expansion in our playout locations resulted in our 
largest ever listenership for Daytime programming. 
Rather than letting these numbers dwindle, URN capi-
talised by introducing promos and menus [2.30] for the 
other areas of the station, encouraging new listeners to 
discover other areas of the station. These included an 
After Dark trail for specialist music available every night 
from 7pm, and trails for upcoming news specials, show-
casing the vast range of shows on 8am-3am everyday 
on URN.

On top of this, we created a unique way to sell the vari-
ety of music genres in our After Dark schedule. Some of 
the most popular songs on the Daytime playlist would 
be interjected halfway through with our station voice 
introducing a remix, telling listeners that if they like this 
song why not check out our After Dark shows[4.55]. We 
created these remix packages for a number of shows to 
advertise the variety of genres on offer.

FResH VoiCes
The first seven days of the new academic year saw an 
explosive start from URN - Move In Day, Welcome Week 
and our rejuvenated focus on online content ensured our 
presence on campus was impossible to overlook. The five-
hour Move In Day broadcast [00.39] marked our return to 
the airwaves. Within the first hour, we had spoken to first 
years and their parents on the phone and in the studio, 
collated an interactive move-in-map highlighting where 
Freshers were arriving from, and even snapped photos 
of newly befriended students tucking into lunch whilst 
tuning into URN.

New for this year were the ‘Purple Army’, a team of over 
fifty branded URN members who from 10am helped with 
unpacking, chatted to parents and reported back to the 
studio with stories of the weird and wonderful!

The spirit of Move In Day continued throughout Welcome 
Week as URN’s presence became synonymous with uni-
versity life. Freshers’ Fayre saw the station host the main 
stage of the enormous tent [2.04]; staging dance offs 
with belly dancers, sword fighting with Historical Re-en-
actment society and even presenting from a canoe. Our 
dedication to crafting an unforgettable Welcome Week 
was unparalleled, as we hosted daily O.B.s in key student 
locations - The SU Building & University Science Quad 
[13.23] – speaking to students and societies… and causing 
a few explosions along the way! 

URN’s devotion to marketing ourselves as fellow stu-
dents rather than a distanced society was reflected in the 
expansion of our online content. Our ‘This Is Us’ video 
showcased the immense range of activities the station 
got up to within the first seven days. This emphasis on 
online content to complement our on-air work continued 
throughout the year – a station-wide Movember campaign 
featured URN members all documenting their growth (or 
lack of) facial hair on a daily blog, reiterating that URN is 
more than just voices behind microphones.

With You Every Step Of The Way

Nurturing new members 
was of particular impor-
tance to URN this year 
following the graduation 
of over 50% of our pre-
vious members. During a 
Welcome Week O.B., our 
presenting team grabbed 
two wide-eyed Freshers, 
Jess and Liz, to play a quick 

game of “name that song” sung by intoxicated Freshers 
the night before [2.18]. After this experience and having 
attended New Members’ Meeting, they secured their own 
daytime show [2.51]. Jess and Liz’s journey embodies URN’s 
willingness to invest in future generations, supported by 
URN running a Big Training Day with industry professionals 
at the beginning of the year. The majority of voices heard 
at our O.B.s this year were Freshers, exemplifying our aim 
to expand their presenting skills.

Think we’ve found some new presenters.... The Jess 
and Liz Show? It’s gonna be a thing.

URN @URN1350

The purple army, students try out news reading at our OB, presenting from a canoe, freshers and their parents can’t avoid URN, URN at one of the freshers week nights out.

Jess and Liz’s spot in our schedule, 
above and to the left: Jess & Liz at our 
week one OB.
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This year saw an unprecedented number of Outside 
Broadcasts from URN, reflecting our desire to escape the 
studios and really get TO our students. Following Wel-
come Week, the Autumn semester saw both Halloween 
and Christmas O.B.s that called upon every area of the 
station – from third year newsreaders to Fresher present-
ers who had been on air for less than a month. 

For our Halloween Special, we set loose our presenters 
to trick or treat around the streets of the main student 
area of Lenton. Live on air, they were welcomed into the 
home of fellow students, complete strangers of course, 
who were ecstatic to be on their student radio [12.43].One 
of our Daytime presenters achieved a student radio first 
– presenting his two-hour show live while completing a 
10k run [4.36] …with a little help from listeners and locals.

The Christmas Special proved to be one of URN’s most 
ambitious undertakings ever with presenters scattered 
from campus to Beeston, Lenton to the city centre, and 
even traversing into another county re-enacting the Na-
tivity. Over the course of five hours, the O.B. featured live 
carol singing, public challenges in the centre of Notting-
ham, pre-recorded sketches and even a student threaten-
ing the lives of all involved by attempting to cook a whole 
roast dinner. 

URN was also honoured to hosted the finishing line cele-
brations at the Nottingham Sport Relief Mile [12.26]. This 
massive event held on campus allowed us to quite liter-
ally run side by side with the local community: chatting 
to families running one mile, students completing three 
miles on a space hopper, and even Batman flying through 
six. Every O.B. this year has furthered our connection with 
the local community whilst reiterating to the students of 
Nottingham that, whether the biggest SU events of the 
year or more trivial instances such as the annual boat 

race, URN is at the centre of student life. 

Doing Things Differently

The biggest music event in Nottingham 
was the No Tomorrow Festival this sum-
mer. Since the date fell straight after ex-

ams,and was right on our doorstep, we 
worked to get involved in the event. As 
well as securing permission to broadcast 
from Wollaton Park, we were given tick-
ets to giveaway to this sold out event and 
began planning our competition. Our dis-
cussions originated from the fact that we 
knew we wanted this to be much more 
than a usual ‘Like and Share’ competition 
that students are inundated with. Students 
always look for a reason to procrastinate 
during exams, so we asked them to get creative and 
send us a photo of them working like there was ‘No To-
morrow’. Nottingham students did not disappoint: put-
ting pins in their eyes to keep them awake and ‘twerk-
ing’ like there’s no tomorrow. Our use of social media for 
the competition meant students began to associate us 
with the festival, while giving them an exciting prospect 
to think about to get them through the revision period. 

Getting to our students

GiVe tHem wHat tHey want
This year, URN gave students the prizes they wanted, and in 
return, students repaid us by increased listenership. Festival 
tickets, free transport around Nottingham, cocktails in the 
Students’ Union bar, tickets for club nights, and mini golf 
vouchers are just some of the prizes which made up over 
£4,000 worth of giveaways this year. The aim has been 
to banish those giveaways that are irrelevant to students’ 
lives. Unprecedented contracts were agreed with a range 
of new partners and the installation of our new PA system 
in the university food courts saw a number of companies 
approach us regarding sponsorship. Finally, although most 
of our prizes have been from local companies representing 
our desire to provide what students want, we also negoti-
ated contracts with popular national corporations such as 
Nando’s and Boots.

Some entries to our 
“working like there is 
no tomorrow” ticket 
competition.
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SU Elections

With over 15 hours of on-air content devoted to our Stu-
dents’ Union Elections in one week, it’s safe to say the 
2014 SU Elections were the biggest that URN have ever 
covered. We turned the Results Night into more of a spec-
tacle than ever before, having two URN presenters host 
the stage as well as two on–air presenters for the final 
broadcast. These four presenters were the faces of our 
elections marketing campaign.  

Following tradition, the marketing of our elections cam-
paign differed from the rest of the station. Focussing on 
the comparisons between SU elections and a talent show: 
fighting for votes, constantly on parade and everyone 
talking about you, an X-Factor-esque campaign banner 
was placed in busiest part of campus.

Our daily Election Show was a key source for unique 
coverage, with even the candidates citing this as their 
favourite elections moment, even if we did make a fool 
of them! With each election show came the release of a 
video about the people behind our fictional candidate’s 
campaign. Nottingham’s SU 

staff pride themselves on the 

motto ‘We work for you’ but we 
showed Nottingham students 
the people who ‘work for them’.

For the first time, the elections 
team ventured to the satellite 
campus of Sutton Bonington for 
Question Time [13.33], always a 
controversial and heated event 
in the election calendar. As the 
only media outlet broad-
casting the night, we cap-
tured the defining moment 
of the election period: the 
joke presidential candidate 
was last to answer a ques-
tion sent in via text to our 
reporters. His response on 
tackling lad culture dra-
matically split the room. 

URN’s Result Night 2014 
was the culmination of the 
largest turnout for any Student 
Election in the country. To en-
sure that our on-air and live audi-
ences got the most out of the evening, our stage managers 
and producers coordinated to produce a slick broadcast. 
With the aid of our Facebook event, the SU event room 
reached full capacity at 750 students, resulting in a record 
number of interactions with the text screen visible to the 
entire room. As well as co-ordinating announcements, our 
on-stage presenters stirred up the room with games, and 
even recreated the Oscar Selfie with Nottingham’s finest 
BNOCs.

2013-14 has been an excellent year for sport at the international, local, and most importantly, 
University level. URN’s Sport Show aimed to cover all three of these levels as comprehensively 
as possible, providing listeners with four shows a week. Not only did these shows include in-
terviews with notable figures within Nottingham’s sporting community but also with a variety 
of the University’s sports societies. These societies would come in to talk to us about how they 
were getting on in BUCS along with how other students could get involved. 

As a University radio station, our main focus should always be what is going on at our 
own university and for sport, this means Varsity.  This year marked the 10 year anni-
versary of Varsity at the University of Nottingham and we were treated to the closest 
competition ever, with the whole series coming down to not only the last event, Cricket, 
but also the last ball of the game. URN sport was there to cover every event, with pre-

match interviews, reports and analysis.  The highlights were our outside broadcasts where we went live from inside the 
Capital FM arena and Meadow Lane to bring pre-match analysis, live commentary, and post-match reactions.

sport show & Varsity

“You never saw Robin Hood 

wearing pink!” Haha! Great line 

on @urn1350 #UoNVarsity

The presidential candidates 
being mocked live on air.

The selfie from URN’s Results Night

Posters and banners from the Elections Campaign



Society Rules is URN’s first sitcom, following the adventures 
of Nottingham SU’s worst society. For the first time in URN 
history, open auditions were held to find the main cast with 
over 60 people attending. The development of the charac-
ters has played a fundamental role in the success of Society 
Rules, with a focus placed on character-driven humour, and 
raw emotion. 

The high level of production throughout the series was 
achieved through a combination of dialogue being recorded 
in studio, and all sound effects being captured on location: 
hours were spent recording slamming doors, banging desks, 
and crunching gravel. Particular sound-sourcing highlights 
include running full pelt round the campus lake at night, 
watched by a bemused security patrol.

The big student debate

Our debating show, The Big Picture, hasbecome the hub of 
discussion surrounding student issues. This year, they have 
hosted important debates on the future of the Niqab; the 
controversy stemming from the boycott of The Sun and 
the Daily Star, and the very nature of democracy within our 
Students’ Union. All of these debates created large social 
network movements as regular, and first time, listeners joined 
in the debate.
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There can be little doubt that LGBT participation is one of 
the biggest issues affecting sport from International down 
to grass root levels, and The Sport Show team wanted to 
find out if this was the case at the University of Nottingham 
[11.09]. We discovered that our SU had adopted none of the 
proposals from the NUS report ‘Out in Sport’ after two years.
We interviewed leading figures in the LGBT community both 
locally and internationally to draw on their experiences of 
what can help and hinder participation. Our most notable 
interview was with John Amaechi, the first NBA player to 
come out as gay, who has dedicated much time to problems 
surrounding LGBT sport. Our findings unanimously pointed 
to the fact that our university needed to adopt a definitive 
policy on LGBT participation and our suggestions have been 
presented to the SU for action to be taken. 

This year URN’s news discussion show, The Pulse, focused 
on being at the heart of the controversial news on campus, 
with stories such as a lecturer who was found to be using 
his Facebook account to mock students’ essays and exam 
scripts [10.07]. After The Pulse covered this story, the inci-
dent was picked up by national publications and became a 
serious public investigation into social media. We also re-
ported on the boycott of The Sun and The Daily Star from 
the Students’ Union shop until Page 3 is removed, andour 
outside broadcast from SU Elections Question Time allowed 
us to voice students’ questions via social media.

Throughout this year, The Pulse has run more special inves-
tigations than ever before. Our specials have ranged from 
an interview with a student who balances studying with 
being a parent, to a conversation with three power women 
at the University about the gender culture on campus. We 
have also run year-long investigations into revenge porn, 
and students studying abroad. The latter began as a student 
approached The Pulse with a shocking story about being a 
victim of tenancy fraud while studying abroad with no as-
sistance from the University. This led to The Pulse creating 
a survey for the student body to find out about other expe-
riences abroad and interviewing other Universities to find 

out how Nottingham could improve its programme. We also 
investigated AIESEC, a society which sends students abroad, 
at a campus and national lev-
el. The special investigation 
allowed us to raise the issue 
to the University that student 
feedback needs to be intro-
duced, or issues of student 
safety will continue. 

Speaking to our students

This year has the seen the creation of brand new, inventive 
Speech shows, created by students with enthusiasm for 
alternative programming. The Stage and Screenshowcom-
bined speech-based content with an in depth specialist 
focus on the music from films and musicals. This created a 
transition from Daytime to Speech programming, enabling 
the new presenters to reach a diverse listenership. Similarly, 
URN’s Full Time Whistle came to us in September wanting 
to add a show to our already packed Sports schedule. With 
only one hour of free scheduling left in the whole station, it 
was their unique take on football fanaticism, and high level 
of production, that enabled their show to stand out as one of 
the highlights of this year’s Speech scheduling.

Speaking to our students 

The big student debate

investigations
I can relate to this, I 

couldn’t find an internship 

in Spain for months and the 

year abroad office didn’t reply 

URN Live from Sutton Bonington Question Time
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The Science Show retuned to URN, bringing its unique mix of scientific 
investigation and offbeat humour, for a third series. The show’s season cli-
maxed with an immersive three-part mini-series titled ‘A Brief History of 
You’ [8.20]. The team followed the remarkable story of how life as we know 
it came about, from the birth and formation of the universe, life’s turbulent 
history and finally onto us humans taking our first steps on the earth.

We wanted to push the boundaries of what quality content 
the station could produce and how. Students live much of 
their life online and we know that we have to provide them 
with exciting content that both stands on its own, as well as 
supporting our on-air content. With all 19 hours a day of the 
schedule filled, our Speech programming created exclusive 
podcasts to reach a larger audience.

The Sport Show’s two podcasts catered to the wide sporting 
interests of students at the University. ‘Pirlos of Wisdom’ pro-
vided comprehensive but accessible analysis of the biggest 
footballing stories from around Europe, with regular features 
such as ‘Road to Rio’ highlighting players who could be 
stars of the World Cup. The exceptional ‘Scrum Down’ was a 
weekly podcast which looked at Rugby from the Internation-
al right down to the University level and offered insight any 
Rugby fan would enjoy. The team managed to secure impres-
sive interviews every week, most notably International play-
ers and coaches,and even the CEO of the Aviva Premiership. 
The podcast never failed to celebrate and support Rugby at 
the University level as it detailed how the sides progressed 
throughout the year, and interviewed coaches and players 
from within the University set up.

In conjunction with the Feminist society at the Universi-
ty, the creation of the Feed Your Fem podcast forged a 
diverse listenership, from strong feminists, to those who 
were simply curious. The podcast featured topics such 
as Childhood, Sex, the Media, and the student centric 
issue of Nights Out, with panellists from UoN Feminists 
leading the way. Each episode also featured profession-
als from within the selected field (such as the founder of 
the No More Page 3 campaign), as well as students and 
lecturers from Nottingham. The high level of production 
has ensured its success, allowing the discussions to reach 
established organisations such as ‘Feminist Wednesday’, 
making our listenership trans-Atlantic.

Stills from just a few of the videos URN 
produced this year.

A
BRIEF
HISTORY

OFYOU

More than Just Radio

Unprecedented multi-platform content

This year we  tripled our previous year’s video content. We released many videos 
throughout the year to not only complement the things we were doing on air but 
also some exclusively off air videos aimed to feed the boredom of procrastinating 
students. New this year was the weekly Playlist vlog which introduces listeners to 
the latest additions to the playlist and that weeks Sound of Nottingham. This gave 
a personal touch to our playlist and along with our special filmed sessions showed 
the world that we are passionate about the music we are playing.

Our biggest broadcasts of the year were complemented with live streams that 
provided the opportunity for a truly multi-media experience. Whether showing 
pumpkin carving during songs, musical performances at a student’s house, or ex-
plosive experiments courtesy of the Science Show, our listeners saw it all.

Establishing a stronger online presence was a crucial target for this year, howev-
er we know social media goes far beyond Facebook and Twitter. We expanded 
into new platforms, such as Vines which took our listeners behind the scenes of 
URN, to extend our reach and have fun with the imaginative content we could 
create. Furthermore, the Snapchat account established this January introduced 
our presenters as listeners. With students constantly sending and checking their 
Snapchats, this was a world waiting to be tapped into... quite literally!



Your student bands, on your student radio

On the biggest weekend of music in Nottingham and in conjunction 
with URN After Dark’s Under the Radar, we showcased seven of Not-
tingham’s best up-and-coming acts, both student and local, at our 
Under the Radar Festival held in the iconic Chameleon Arts Café – a 
bastion of local music [14.03]. As the culmination of our expansion of 
local music, the event was attended predominantly by students, but 
also by members of pioneering local promotion companies providing 
a platform for our acts to pick up recognition. Exclusive interviews 
were held with all the bands and highlights were posted on our web-
site to allow maximum exposure for all performing artists across a 
variety of platforms. The event also raised an impressive £300 for a 
local charity that was particularly close to many of the bands. Having 
just been signed to Roc Nation, our headliners, April Towers, chose to 
shoot their first live music video from the Festival. Having our brand-
ing throughout the video has undoubtedly enhanced our reputation 
as a platform for local acts and we’re aiming to continue this highly 
successful addition to URN After Dark for many years to come. 

UN-
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This year, URN After Dark has focussed on demonstrating a greater variety of music than ever before. Across twen-
ty-eight slots between 7pm and 3am every day of the week, our shows were representative of twenty-five different 
genres and sub-genres. Shows were encouraged to combine a strong, confident and knowledgeable presenting style 
with energetic ways of displaying their passions for their musical genre. Shows such as The Official Pre-Ocean Show, 
South London Sounds, Dance Delirium and Drop Shop adapted their shows to incorporate live-mixing, not only en-
hancing the pace of their output but also displaying and perfecting their own skills. Moreover, Deej & Fraz and Under 
the Radar strove to present new music from both Nottingham and the UK in session, producing a unique and defined 
way of displaying their music which was exclusive to Nottingham students. The sheer diversity that URN After Dark 
has offered this year has expanded the realms of how music is presented on the station as a whole and our shows 
have endeavoured to be creative, interactive and knowledgeable, regardless of whether they broadcast from 7-9pm or 
1-3am. Our shows were keener than ever to create their own bespoke imaging, forming their own identities relevant to 
their chosen genres, under the banner of URN After Dark.

unrivalled musical Variety

Sessions and interviews.

The year has also seen more interviews and ses-
sions, with not just our music team giving out 
opportunities, but our individual shows also being 
proactive and seeking opportunities themselves. 
We’ve gained interview opportunities with the likes 
of Sub Focus, Katy B and London Grammar. We 
also actively sought out interview opportunities 
with the headliners from the inaugural No Tomor-
row Festival at Wollaton Park, arranging contact 
with Clean Bandit, Sam Smith, Jess Glynne and 
Indiana. Similarly, we’ve seen a large increase in 
bands and artists visiting our studios to record live 
sessions, with The Family Rain, Martin Luke Brown, 
Stornoway, and Leo Stone all recording exclusively 
for URN. The intimacy of recording in the studios 
has received tremendous feedback both on and 
off-air, as we give our listeners the opportunity to 
listen back to the best bits via blogs on our website. 

Representing the real Sound of Nottingham

Exploiting the ever-expanding music scene throughout Nottingham was a major target of ours this year. With many University 
students attempting to launch their musical careers via the city’s plethora of iconic venues, URN After Dark aimed to provide 
a foundation of support to up-and-coming bands and artists by using our extensive social media and listener reach to spread 
word of their music around our University.

The launch of our Sound of Nottingham saw our Daytime shows play a weekly selected, Nottingham-based track once 
throughout their show. This was branded to explain that the track was chosen by our DJs as this week’s Sound of Nottingham. 
Complemented by extensive social media and a weekly blog, we quickly began to build relationships with both local and 
University-based bands and artists and gave them 
the air-time they deserved. Some of the acts performing at URN’s Under the Radar Festival at the Chameleon Arts Café

Live sessions being recorded in the URN studios.
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Specialist DJs at University Events

This year, URN has been involved in an unprecedented 
number of University events at different stages through-
out the year. Our DJs played at both the Silent Disco and 
WeekOne Finale at the Captial FM Arena; events that 
were attended by over 2000 students. Moreover, we 
have continued to DJ at our Satellite Campuses’ events 
throughout the year, culminating in URN DJs supporting 
BBC Radio 1’s Scott Mills at Sutton Bonnington’s end of 
year ball. Our DJs pride themselves on playing music that 
students want to hear with the best hourly rate. To this 
end, we’ve been asked to DJ at a series of society events 
and Societies’ Ball. 

Our DJs now also hold down a weekly residency at the University of Notting-
ham’s official Wednesday club night, Crisis at Rock City. We host ‘The Base-
ment Room’ playing the very best in Deep House and Techno and have received 
fantastic feedback on our inaugural year. Once a room avoided, numbers have 
picked up throughout the year and we now see a consistent level of people 

visiting the room. Again, this is yet another opportunity for our DJs to translate their live mixing 
efforts on-air into a club environment, whilst also providing some fantastic exposure for URN 
outside of our studios.

an inVestment in ouR FutuRe

This year saw an explosion of original content from URN, including society collaborations, our 
first sitcom based solely around university life, and executing our very own festival that cele-
brated Nottingham’s finest local musicians. On top of this, our unprecedented presence around 
campus combined with a rejuvenated focus on online content has pushed the station beyond 
further than ever before. 

As the station moves forward, whether you tune in for what’s new in Nottingham music, the 
latest campus controversies or simply to have a laugh with our presenters - URN continues to 
provide the definitive student sound.

GettinG ouRseLVes HeaRd
Until this year, URN could only be heard from the Students’ 
Union shop on Campus but we set ourselves the target of 
reaching even more students. Now, we have gained rights 
to broadcast in the food court which consumes the entire 
top floor of the Students’ Union building. This has not only 
guaranteed each Daytime show hundreds 
more listeners during peak times, but has 
also raised greater awareness of student 
radio across the student body. We then 
created a marketing campaign to ensure 
that we were both heard AND seen in the 
busiest locations on campus.

Building on this success, we sought out 
other areas on campus, and after liaising 
with staff at the swimming pool, they have 
agreed to switch their radio playout from a 
local commercial station to URN. We created 
a series of professionally printed poster boards, consistent 
in theme, to inform students in these new locations that 
they are listening to their student radio station and provid-
ed links to our social media pages.

With a whole hoard of new presenters, we wanted to cover 
new ground whilst making sure our members got the most 
out of being apart of the URN team. With a successful 
finance application, URN was able to setup new playout 
locations on campus and buy brand new decks, enabling 
our members to take introductory classes in DJ-ing.

Looking into URN’s future

We wanted to set the foundations for 
new ideas for the station, mainly involv-

ing our logo. Since we focused on having 
a fresh sound this year with so many new on air voices, we 
wanted our logo to follow suit. After much discussion, we 
decided that we didn’t want to overhaul a recognised symbol 
for a station but give it a face lift. Drafts for an updated logo 
were put together so that URN has a new logo to match with 
its overall sound, and a new home around campus.

Saw you playing at basement room 

last Wednesday, you guys were sick! 

Loving the show tonight aswell

Food Court Poster

URN DJs playing in Rock City


